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due to Bratislava’s geographical location in Central 
Europe — with close proximity to many European capitals 
and well–established transport infrastructure — it would
provide a strong logistical base for European Medicines
agency (EMa) operations.

the slovak republic is one of the few Eu Member states 
that do not host an (Eu level) agency yet. the relocation 
of EMa to Bratislava would  be mutually beneficial for both, 
EMa and slovakia, and could result in a broader European 
success story.

additionally, the Slovak republic is committed to the 
field of eMa expertise. the Slovak government currently 
provides funding for a long–range strategic plan to promote 
new infrastructure and opportunities in bio– and veterinary 
medicine and biotechnology.

the plan, now being implemented, includes a new 
science park in Bratislava and encourages innovative 
entrepreneurships to create new and stronger biomedicine 
and pharmaceutical businesses.

Last year's performance of the Slovak Presidency of the 
Council of the european Union underscores our belief that 
the relocation of eMa and its future operations will run 
smoothly and effectively.

Key message from the prime Minister’s
EMa candidacy letter to H.E. donald tusk

H.E. roBErt FiCo
Prime Minister of the Slovak Republic
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in 2017, Bratislava was ranked as the third wealthiest region 
of the Eu by gdp per capita and its citizens enjoy a low rate 
of taxation. Bratislava is well known for a low percentage of 
unemployment but still  offers broad working opportunities. 

there is a large number of subsidiaries of well–known 
multinational companies located in the city, such as at&t, adient, 
amazon, allianz, Dell, Deutsche telekom, henkel, hPe, IBM, ING 
GSo, Johnson Controls, Lenovo, Mondelez, orange, Swiss re, 
Siemens, Zürich Insurance group, Yanfeng — just to mention a few. 

furthermore, Bratislava is home to a wide spectrum of influential 
nongovernmental organizations such as amnesty International, 
transparency International, Institute of human rights, 
Greenpeace, Institute for economic and social reforms, alliance 
for family, and many others.

Slovak industry has also seen rapid growth in key sectors such 
as the automotive industry, mainly thanks to major investments 
by Volkswagen Group, KIa, Peugeot Citroen PSa and the latest 
announced project by Jaguar Land rover. 

this economic transformation depends on joint public 
and private cooperation to recruit and accommodate new 
employees. Building on our experience with recent economic 
growth the city of Bratislava and governmental agencies 
including the Ministry of health will work together with eMa 
representatives to create comprehensive relocation assistance 
and services for eMa employees.

the highly successful Slovak Presidency of the Council of 
the european Union in 2016 indicates our conviction that the 
relocation and future operation of eMa will be effectively 
accomplished in Bratislava. when awarded this opportunity 
we are confident of our success.

in conclusion, allow me to quote the official slogan of 
our candidacy ‘settle in slovakia — good idea’.

Key message of the EMa candidacy letter 
from the Minister of Health of the slovak republic 
to Ministers of Health of the Eu member states

toMas druCKEr
Minister of health of the Slovak Republic
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Bratislava is a vibrant city that can be accessed from 
3 other countries within 1 hour driving time. the capital 
of Slovakia combines the advantages of living in a mid–sized 
city (as it only has approximately 0.5 mil permanent residents) 
with the possibilities of a larger agglomeration (one can reach 
almost 10 mil. inhabitants within a two hours drive from 
Bratislava), which certainly has many benefits.

Bratislava is the main driver of Slovakia’s economic 
growth, its social, cultural and political hub. this reflects 
on the quality of life in the city, which combined with the 
local cost levels provides a suitable environment for 
many foreign entities as well as visitors. 

we believe that this document combined with the 
continuous efforts of the team of experts designated for 
the relocation of eMa to Slovakia will absolutely convince eU 
partners and thus rank Bratislava metropolis as  the top place.

we believe that our mutually beneficial cooperation
will lead to the successful establishment of the first eU 
agency in Slovakia.

Why Bratislava
there are several reasons, why Bratislava should be considered as a preferred 
location for the new seat of the EMa. the following document focuses on the main 
aspects, taking into consideration the most important needs highlighted by EMa.
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top feAtures of
brAtislAvA
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old toWn
heart of the city with 

historical streets and alleys 
certainly has its charm



brAtislAvA

the slovak republic is situated not 
only in the geographical but also in the 
political heart of Europe. the country is, 
thanks to its location and easy accessibility 
from all European important centres, 
predestined to become the seat of 
the agency.

Closer than
you think

Bratislava lies almost on the border with austria, 12 km from 
the hungarian border and 60 km from the Czech border. Being 
a well connected capital, representing a progressively growing 
and perspective region, Bratislava by no doubt stands as a perfect 
seat for hosting such an important agency as eMa.
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totAl builDing size 
36,000 m2

totAl office size

32,000 m2

typicAl floor size

5,200 m2

expecteD completion DAte

early 2018 

builDing chArActeristics

Westend
plazza

construction
AlreADy stArteD

plAnning stAte 
completed

eiA permit

obtained

plAnning permit

obtained

builDing permit

obtained

permits
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WestenD plAzzA
floorplAn

typical floorplan
5,000 m2 per floor
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Bratislava airport 
Bratislava’s M. r. Štefánik airport (BtS) might be viewed as a 
rather small traffic junction, however its dynamic annual growth 
sends a strong signal about its rising importance. In 2016 the total 
volume of passengers travelling to and from the airport reached 
1,756,808 which means 12.3% growth when compared to 2015. 

London, Berlin, Paris, Dublin and other major cities are 
only few out of 41 regular destinations accessible from BtS. 
Moreover, the great location of the airport allows travellers 
to get to the city centre in about 20 minutes thanks to 
a well connected public transportation.

viEnna intErnational airport 
when the local airport does not cover a desired destination, 
Vienna International airport is just a bus or train stop away. 
In 2015 Vienna Schwechat airport was regularly served by 75 
airlines, offering flight service to 181 destinations in 73 countries. 
regular bus and train lines departing at least twice per hour 
make the distance between the cities in 60 minutes. 

great accessibility and international connectivity to 
European capitals (and their airports) are some of the reasons 

why Bratislava is the ideal candidate for EMa headquarters. 
located conveniently within 2 hours from 2 international 

airports (vienna airport is just 40 minutes drive from 
Bratislava, Budapest airport only 2 hours) Bratislava may 

be considered an important transportation hub.

travel less 
— live More

Bratislava airport
Brand new terminal was opened 
in 2012, operating regular flights to 
london, edinburgh, dublin, Berlin, 
Rome, Madrid and many more
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41 rEgular

dEstinations

aCCEssiBlE FroM 

Bratislava
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airport Hub 
Bratislava/vienna
number of direct flights per week from Bratislava & vienna to the most popular destinations with indicated flight time

trAnsport 
connections Airport hub

brAtislAvA — viennA

tAxi
time 42 min

price 40 — 60 €
frequency 24 hours

bus
time 1 hour

price 1.50 — 5 €/2.90 — 10 € 
(one way/return ticket)

frequency 16x/day 
(4.30aM — 11.00 PM)

trAin
time 1 hour 10 min

price 10 €/16 € 
(one way/return ticket)
frequency every hour
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airport Hub Bratislava/vienna
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Bratislava airport
in 2016 the total volume of 

passengers travelling to and from 
the airport reached 1,756,808 

which means 12.3% growth 
when compared to 2015 
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Bratislava’s CEntral station
the Central Station in Bratislava is a local hub for 
international transport but also an important national 
destination. the average daily volume of passengers in 
2015 reached 60,000 with daily volume of trains about 
250. with Vienna, Budapest and Prague right around 
the corner Bratislava is more than appealing not 
only to regular commuters.

pEtržalKa station 
this train station is located in the southern part of 
Bratislava, in the district called Petržalka. It serves mainly 
as a connection between Bratislava and Vienna (20+ trains 
on daily basis), but also covers train lines to hungary and 
several domestic destinations.

viEnna Main station
the proximity to Vienna is truly convenient also in the 
matter of railway connection. Vienna Main Station is a busy 
transportation spot and is used by around 150,000 people 
with more than 1,000 trains passing each day. It is also served 
by eight rapid transit train lines (S–Bahn), two bus routes, 
three tram routes and a subway line.

When it comes to productivity or 
relaxation, the preferred option to driving 
is taking the train. thanks to a strategic 
geographical position Bratislava is a 
significant railway junction connecting 
dresden all the way down with istanbul 
and Helsinki with thessaloniki.

railway — alternative Way of transport

stratEgiC loCation
with vienna, Budapest and 

Prague right around the corner 
Bratislava is more than appealing 

not only to regular commuters
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viEnna

BudapEst

praguE

WarsaW

BErlin

60 km

204 km

396 km

615 km

793 km

distanCEdEstination

1 hour 10 min

2 hours 42 min

3 hours 56 min

6 hours 55 min

8 hours 47 min

duration

16.00 €

17.50 €

 12.40 € — 21.00 €

 19.00 € — 98.00 €

29.00 € — 39.00 €

priCE

every hour

9 times/day

10 times/day

2 times/day

2 times/day

FrEquEnCy

railway Connections
From Bratislava

intErnational railWay HuB
vienna Main Station is just 60 km away 
from Bratislava and can be reached in 
less than 1 hour
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apollo BridgE
the only european project 

named one of five finalists for 
the 2006 outstanding civil 

engineering achievement award 
by the american Society of 

civil engineers



a current occupancy rate of hotels 29% indicates that even a 
significant impact of eMa guests and partners will be flexibly 
absorbed by the market. additionally, the recent Slovak Presidency 
of the Council of the european Union serves as the most up to 
date proof of the more than sufficient accommodation 
capacities in Bratislava.

what is more, despite being one of the richest regions in 
the eU, Bratislava features very competitive hotel prices. when 
comparing Bratislava price levels to those in London (current eMa 
headquarter) four star hotel price level reaches only 19% and 
five star only 37%.

available, affordable and of high 
standards — these three attributes 
are essential when it comes to hotel 
accommodation for EMa specialists 
peers. in this regard Bratislava has many 
cozy and high quality hotels. 8 five star 
hotels offer a total bed capacity of almost 
1,200 beds and 35 four star hotels provide 
an additional capacity of around 
6,700 beds. 

Enjoy
your stay
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HotEl ClEanlinEss
Bratislava hotels are among the 

cleanest hotels in the world 
according to the wall Street Journal

eight 
five stAr 

hotels
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london

viEnna

Bratislava

425 € — 461 € 150 € — 450 €

priCE priCE

85 € — 450 €

89 € — 235 €

50 € — 120 €

46 € — 66 €

5 star

100% 100%

valuE valuE

60%

37%

28%

19%

4 star

alternative Hotel 
accommodation
since vienna is 60 km far away from Bratislava, vienna hotels can 
be considered as an alternative option of Bratislava hotel capacities.

grEat valuE For MonEy
despite being one of the richest regions 
in the eu, Bratislava features very 
competitive hotel prices
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Naturally, this has a positive effect on the labour market. 
Currently, the unemployment rate in the city is at 3.72%, 
with approximately 7,500 job openings available.

the diversity of the labour market could be described as 
metropolitan and ranges from industrial employers (refinery, 
car plant, etc.) to shared service centers (30+ global companies) 
and numerous It companies.

as for the multilingual competences, 99% of all service center 
employees speak english, and 57% speak english plus at least one 
core language (German, french, Italian, Spanish, etc.), meaning 
that it would be relatively easy to find employment for family 
members of relocated eMa staff. (employers such as IBM, 
at&t, t–Systems, etc.).

further job opportunities are offered by tens of international law 
firms, the big 4 consultancy companies, as well as by the industrial 
sector willing to employ foreign nationals. 

Bratislava is the economic powerhouse 
of the slovak economy. the fact that its 
nuts2 region has the third highest gdp 
per capita from 262 regions of the Eu 
elevates its importance to a CE as well 
as a European level.

job opportunities 
for Family Members
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divErsE laBour MarKEt
Job opportunities range from industrial 
to shared service centres and It 
companies



the main driver (apart from eU oriented policies) 
of this success is a steady inflow of fDI, which resulted 
in the establishment of numerous multinational companies 
in Slovakia. Given its proximity and business friendly 
environment, Bratislava was the primary target of these 
investments.

Currently there are 35,000 foreigners employed in 
Slovakia (37% annual increase from last year), of which 
12,000 are employed in the Bratislava region. additionally, 
there are more than 10,000 foreign students studying 
at Slovak universities.

this environment, in addition to the cosmopolitan 
spirit of the city, makes foreigners feel welcome, like in 
any other capital of the eU.

Currently, slovakia is the most open 
economy in the Eu (export of goods to 
gdp index) and the 4th most open, if we 
add services to the equation.

Feels
like Home
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typicAl 
foreigner living 

in slovAkiA

24 — 35 old man

with higher education

Eu citizen

pErCEntagE oF 

ForEignErs WorKing in 

Bratislava (rElativE to 

tHE total aMount in 

slovaKia)

34%

danuBiana 
MEulEnstEEn art MusEuM 

one of the youngest 
museums of modern art 

in europe, opened in 
September 2000



nursEriEs & ElEMEntary sCHools 
a strong representation (30+) of public and private nurseries offering a modern learning 
programme focuses not only on educational but also emotional and physical development from 
an early age (6 months — 6 years). 5 international private day care centers with english, German 
or french as official languages based on a curriculum framework implemented through planned 
purposeful play activities or Montesorri ideology. 6 elementary international schools with long 
history, high reputation and an exceptional education programme in different foreign languages.

HigH sCHools 
5 international private high schools with highly professional teachers and native speakers 
meeting the highest international standards. there are many options for expats’ children to 
attend secondary education with programs in english, German, french, Spanish, russian, Italian 
and Bulgarian. furthermore, universities in the Slovak republic offer more than 900 study 
programs in english. Language schools provide a wide portfolio of foreign languages with the 
possibility of individual classes. there is also an additional option to attend international schools 
in Vienna — in total, there are 9 international schools having currently 732 available places 
within their capacity.

the top international school in Bratislava with available capacity is the QSI International 
School of Bratislava serving the needs of expats and locals since 1994. Its graduates attend 
prestigious US, UK, european and global universities as the school offers superior IB and aP 
programs. for years the school managed to attract the highest percentage of native english 
speaking and qualified teachers.

list oF intErnational sCHools

qsi international school of Bratislava
www.qsi.org

the British international school Bratislava
www.nordangliaeducation.com

Cambridge international school Bratislava
www.cambridgeschool.eu

English international school of Bratislava
www.eisbratislava.com

École Française de Bratislava
www.ecolefrancaise.sk

deutsche schule Bratislava
www.deutscheschule.sk 

international 
learning 
Experience
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tHE BritisH intErnational sCHool Bratislava
the largest international school in Bratislava with 
students from over 50 countries



advanced 
Healthcare
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there are 8 public hospitals and 9 
private medical centres with skilled 
medical staff in Bratislava. Emergency 
services are provided 24/7, with Eu 
level coverage across the city.

In general, doctors (mainly specialists and experts) 
in Slovakia speak very good english and it is very common 
to find a general practitioner speaking english. the evidence 
of this statement is also a high number of international 
companies operating in Bratislava with foreign staff, who 
commonly use services of local hospitals. In addition, local 
doctors often attend international training seminars and 
conferences, where english is the working language.

nuMBEo HEaltHCarE systEM indEx
Based on the estimation of the healthcare System Index 
by Numbeo, the overall quality of the services provided in 
Bratislava is similar to those being provided in London. 
the index, also compares the skill level of the local staff, 
as well as the quality of their equipment.

64.67

73.81

55.26

69.53

66.81

55.77

heAlth cAre system inDex

skill & competency of
meDicAl stAff

equipment for moDern DiAgnosis 
& treAtment

Bratislava

Bratislava

Bratislava

london

london

london

source: numbeo.com

8

9

24/7

public hospitAls

privAte meDicAl centres

emergency services 
Are proviDeD 24/7 With 
eu level coverAge
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affordable
living
Environment
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quality of life is without doubt one 
of the most important motivating factors 
for employee relocation. a comparative 
advantage of Bratislava is a considerably 
lower price level than in london, leading 
to a higher living standards.

Based on the Mercer rankings, London globally ranks as 
the 17th most expensive city, Bratislava as the 136th. with the 
same salary level employees in Bratislava can afford a 2.3 
times higher living standard than in London.

this gives your employees the opportunity to reach higher 
comfort when speaking about affordability of their everyday 
needs and other intangible aspects that make up human 
life, such as social life, physical health, etc. 

2.3

56.46%

27.35%

68.36%

your sAlAry strAtegy 
WoulD ensure A 2.3 higher 
living stAnDArD for your 
employees in brAtislAvA

consumer prices in 
brAtislAvA represent 
56.46% of lonDon’s 
consumer prices

rent prices in 
brAtislAvA represent 
27.35% of lonDon’s 
rent prices

grocery prices in 
brAtislAvA represent 
68.36% of lonDon’s 
grocery prices

source: numbeo.com

EurovEa
opened in 2010, eurovea is popular 

meeting place filled with shops, 
restaurants, cinema complex, 

gym and swimming pool

With the 
same salary level 

employees in Bratislava 
can afford a 2.3x higher 

living standard than
in london



safety
First
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given its size, Bratislava can generally 
be regarded as a safer, quieter, less 
stressful alternative compared to 
london. the same analogically applies 
for crime rates. 

slovakia 
is ranked as 

the 24th most 
peaceful country

globally

according to the Global Peace Index measuring national 
peacefulness based on 23 qualitative and quantitative indicators, 
Slovakia is ranked as the 24th most peaceful country globally, 
scoring 1.603. Compared to the UK’s 1.830, Slovakia ranks 23 
places up the ladder.

Numbeo’s quality of life index that assesses 8 areas, including 
the aforementioned indices (cost of living, safety index and 
healthcare index) gives Bratislava a score of 153.87, while 
London reaches only a score of 118.79.

Based on the Global terrorism Index (GtI) report, the GtI 
remained unchanged at 0 in 2016 compared to 2015 and was 
ranked as the 130th country with the least risk of terrorism. 
In the same period of time, United Kingdom worsened its score 
by 0.012 to 5.08, what ranked the country as the 34th least 
risky country in terms of terrorism. source: numbeo.com

64.67

31.26

89.55

26.95

63.43

54.25

45.75

73.97

54.54

49.14

sAfety inDex

crime inDex

sAfety 
WAlking Alone 

During DAylight

level of crime

sAfety 
WAlking Alone 

During night

Bratislava

Bratislava

Bratislava

Bratislava

Bratislava

london

london

london

london

london globAl peAce inDex 



Housing
prices
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Bratislava City CEntEr

Bratislava City CEntEr

rEsidEntial propErtiEs / avEragE priCEs For salE

rEsidEntial propErtiEs / avEragE priCEs For rEnt

Bratislava innEr City

Bratislava innEr City

price in €/m2

price in €/month

price in €

FaMily HousE

FaMily HousE

villa

villa

5–rooM

5–rooM

4–rooM

4–rooM

3–rooM

3–rooM

2–rooM

2–rooM

1–rooM

1–rooM

studio

studio

2,871

377

2,857

499

2,486

676

2,441

973

2,435

1,619

2,416

1,688

1,064,823

4,024

667,610

2,336

2,321

369

2,223

407

2,129

534

1,890

683

1,789

967

1,924

1,315

657,805

3,145

355,501

1,749

source: the Slovak Spectator — Investment advisory Guide 2016/2017 (NarKS, 2016)

CoMpEtitivE 
Housing priCEs

Rental prices in Bratislava 
represent only 27.2% of the 

rental prices in london
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real Estate 
Market
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Bratislava is currently experiencing 
a boom in its real estate market, with 
construction cranes visible all across the 
city. predominantly, these development 
projects are connected to residential 
buildings, the runner up being office 
spaces, followed by retail outlets.

New, as well as refurbished residential housing is available 
both in the center as well as the periphery of the city and comes 
in different forms (apartments, houses, studio apartments, etc.) 
and price ranges.

to date there are approximately 3,000 new housing units 
for sale in Bratislava and 10+ real estate agencies that could 
(in addition to the governmental efforts) support the transition 
of expats to Slovakia.

housing prices in Bratislava are very competitive compared 
to the other european capitals, mainly in the west. for example, 
rental prices in Bratislava represent only 27,2% of the rental 
prices in London.

nEW dEvElopMEnt
residential and office spaces 
designed by Zaha hadid architects
are currently under construction

source: spectator.sme.sk, Ministry of transport & Construction of the Slovak republic
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locAtion 
Bratislava — City Center

locAtion 
Bratislava — City Center

number of ApArtments 
700

number of ApArtments 
187

Current development projects i.
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locAtion 
Bratislava — City Center

locAtion 
Bratislava — City Center

number of ApArtments 
187

number of ApArtments 
606

Current development projects ii.



Efficient Working 
Environment
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in 2016 the total stock of modern office spaces in Bratislava 
was around 1.6 mil m2, while the vacancy rate of office spaces 
lies roughly round 13%.

By 2018 the available office space in Bratislava will 
increase by additional 299,000 m2. Given the current 
market requirements, these are state of the art, modern 
and flexible office spaces that can be adjusted to the 
exact requirements of the tenant. 

eMa’s  high level site–visits in Bratislava will be 
arranged in order to share all their tehnical parameters 
and requirements and the possibilities of respective 
developers.

to underline the quality of the office spaces, one of the 
biggest office space developers that is developing approximately 
a third of the new office spaces in Bratislava, is also active 
on the London office market.
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prime
rents

priME rEnts pEr MontH in otHEr EuropEan Capitals CoMparEd to Bratislava (Eur/M2)

the Bratislava office market 
continues to perform on a healthy 
and stable level with new forms 
of office layouts  designed. 

office premises are reflecting more and more the 
needs of their employees and as a result, workplace 
solutions and change management are gaining importance. 

Nevertheless, even with modern design solutions, prime 
rents are still remaining on a very competitive level compared 
to other european metropolis. Utilities costs vary between 
0.70 € and 0.90 € (m2/month) service charge varies between 
2.70 € and 4 € and parking places are purchased for 
80 € — 150 €.

london (West End) 112 €/m2

paris

Milan

amsterdam

Berlin

vienna

Budapest

Bucharest

Bratislava

63.50 €/m2

41 €/m2

31 €/m2

26.9 €/m2

26 €/m2

22 €/m2

18 €/m2

15 €/m2

plEnty oF oFFiCE spaCE
By 2018 the available office space 
in Bratislava will increase by 
additional 299,000 m2

source: ehL office Market report, Vienna Spring, 2017
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Flourishing 
it sector
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Being a small market, many of 
the telecom providers use it as an 
experimental implementation platform, 
which resulted in a quick, high speed 
internet coverage (including mobile) 
across the country. 

Currently 98% of the companies in Slovakia and 76% of 
Slovak households have broadband connection. It services 
make up 4% of the Slovak economy and employ approximately 
110 000 thousand people in Slovakia.

Concerning Bratislava, given its accessibility and cost effective 
business environment, It educational infrastructure and an 
available, skilled labour force, numerous It service providers 
(both local and global) established their facilities in the city 
throughout the past two decades.

the above mentioned points formed an environment that 
gradually shifted the orientation of these international centers 
to facilities developing tailor made Sw solutions globally.

In addition to that, the Slovak It business environment was 
strong enough to grow its own brands, which today have a 
multinational footprint.

exAmples of slovAk
globAl brAnDs

EsEt
it security systems | 1,000+ employees

global leader in it security solutions for home 
users and corporate customers

sygiC
navigation systems | 100+ employees

developer of gPS navigation for a wide
range of mobile devices

soitron
it solutions | 500+ employees

developer of it solutions from integrated 
communication systems to mobile 

police units

pixElFEdEration
gaming industry | 200+ employees

development and producer of browser–based
and mobile games

sli.do 
presentation platform | 30+ employees

developer of an interactive presentation app 
that improves interaction between the presenter 

with the audience

sygiC
Slovak it company Sygic produces

one of the most popular gPS
navigation in the world

EsEt
this well–known character is 

face of one the most used antivirus 
software in the world called

nod 32
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EsEt CaMpus
it was revealed that eSet is 

planning to build its new headquarters  
in Bratislava as well as campus for 

research and development



the replenishment & Future Candidates
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in order to support the labour  
market, there has to be an effective 
replenishment of the labour pool 
to ensure competitiveness and 
higher added value.

this year there are more than 57,500 students enrolled at 
universities in Bratislava, from around Slovakia and the broader Ce 
region. Considering that there are 425,900 permanent residents in 
the city, this represents 13.5% of the population. additionally there 
are almost 20,000 students enrolled in secondary schools in the 
region (predominantly in the city).

Bratislava hosts the best faculty of Medicine, which as just 
the second institution in europe actively utilizes a unique obstetric 
patient simulator called Victoria. the faculty of Pharmacy is also 
in the capital alongside with the best natural sciences faculty 
the faculty of Mathematics, Physics & Informatics (Comenius 
University in Bratislava), which supplies very strong candidates in 
the field of algorithmic calculations, important also for r&D in the 
pharmaceutical industry.

the two best ranking technical faculties in Bratislava are 
closely tied to the potential endeavors of eMa in Slovakia:
•	 Faculty	of	Chemical	and	Food	Technology	(Best	faculty 

in Slovakia)
•	 Faculty	of	Informatics	and	IT	(2nd best faculty in Slovakia)
•	 Both	are	part	of	the	Slovak	Technical	University,	which	belongs	

to the top 500 universities worldwide (webometric rankings)



pharmaceutical
sector — 
Key numbers
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31

5,053

16

1.2%

mAnufActurers 
of humAn meDicines 

generAteD Direct
employment

mAnufActurers of 
veterinAry meDicines 

shAre on the entire slovAk 
export

source: Statistical office of the Slovak republic 2015, top trend 2016

top mAnufActurers 
of meDicines

sanECa 
pHarMaCEutiCals

Production of non–sterile 
products, particular 
development and 

manufacturing of opiate 
products

BiotiKa 
Production of sterile products,

production of Penicilline
active pharmaceutical 

ingredients

iMuna 
Production of infusions and 

immunopreparations

Biont
radiopharmaceuticals



recent phArmAceuticAl AnD 
heAlthcAre inventions

comenius university 
in brAtislAvA
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trisomy test
team of Slovak researchers 

invented non–invasive Down syndrom 
diagnosis for pregnant 

women

skull implAnts 
using 3D printing methoD 

Ceit Biomedical engineering promote 
3D printing in medicine. the implant was 

already used on a patient after 
serious skull damage

super–sterile mAteriAl 
team of researchers from Slovak 

academy of Sciences invented super – 
sterile material to eliminate 

bacteria

neW protein 
Discovery

Scientists at Comenius University
discovered a new protein (Dbl2) which 

enables the repairing of damaged genetic 
information (DNa)

the main goal of the Science Park is to create a place 
to bring together university science and research with 

industry and the state. the Scientific Park actively works in 
the field of genomics, proteomics and metabolomics, new 
substances and materials for diagnostics, biotic and abiotic 
factors of the environment and their impact on the human 

health, geographic info–system and the environmental 
health (enviro– medicine), biotechnologies.

science park is focused on 
science and research in the fields 

of biomedicine, biotechnology, 
enviro-medical and societal 

challenges of the 21st century in 
matters of bioethics, law and 

socio–economic rights.



ris3 — 
national r&d 
specialization 
strategy
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Biomedicine & biotechnology 
are one of the three priorities of the 
r&d strategy of the slovak republic. 

Biomedicine and biotechnology focuses on new 
diagnostic and therapeutic approaches for cancer, 
heart disease, blood vessels and brain, endocrine and 
metabolic disorders, infectious diseases and allergies, 
pharmacological and industrial biotechnologies.

almost 2,000 researchers work in the segment 
and they publish more than one fourth of all Slovak 
publications in international scientific journals. the 
results are used in the field of the diagnostic, prevention 
and therapy of diseases in cooperation with three 
medical faculties.
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the research is highly systematic and concentrated which 
allows it to be connected to global trends in the development 
of human knowledge. the perspectives gained from research 
undertaken at the SaS are based on evidence and are 
qualitatively comparable to research undertaken abroad.

the SaS consists of 69 organizations. the academy publishes 
57 scientific and professional journals and 8 yearbooks. there 
are 51 scientific and scholarly associations, societies and unions 
affiliated with the SaS. 1,938 scientists and 1,068 PhD Students 
working in areas from Linguistics to experimental Physics and 
from Neurobiology to advanced Materials. there are 2 major 
research cities of the SaS — Bratislava (1,590 scientists) 
and Košice (214 scientists).

Inventions registered in 2014 in patent proceedings — 
in Slovakia 13, internationally (PCt) 8. Patents granted in 
2013 for inventions registered in previous years — 
in Slovakia 5, abroad 2.

sas institutEs undEr tHE sECtion liFE, 
CHEMiCal, MEdiCal, & EnvironMEntal sCiEnCEs

Medical sciences: Biomedical research Center SaS, Centre of 
Biosciences SaS (Institute of Molecular Physiology and Genetics 
SaS), Institute for heart research, Institute of experimental 
Pharmacology & toxicology, Institute of Neurobiology, Institute 
of Neuroimmunology, Institute of Normal and Pathological 
Physiology

Biomedical research Center: Institute of experimental 
endocrinology, Cancer research Institute, Institute of Virology, 
Institute of Clinical and translational research

Biological and Chemical sciences: Institute of Chemistry, 
Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Institute of Molecular Biology, 
Institute of Zoology, Polymer Institute

agricultural and veterinary sciences: Centre of Biosciences 
SaS (Institute of animal Biochemistry and Genetics), Institute 
of animal Physiology, Institute of forest ecology, Institute of 
Landscape ecology, Institute of Parasitology, Plant Science 
and Biodiversity Center

slovak academy of sciences
slovak academy of sciences (sas) is a public research 
institution established in 1942, which undertakes autonomous 
non–university scientific research in slovakia which is primarily 
funded from public finances. 
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aMnEsty intErnational slovaKia 
amnesty International Slovakia as a branch of amnesty 
International was established in 1994. It brings together activists, 
members, volunteers and professionals with a goal to fulfill the 
legacy of the Universal Declaration of human rights. the NGo in 
Slovakia promotes human rights and activities supporting them.

intErnational organiZation oF Migration  
International  organization of Migration is the leading 
international, inter–governmental organization in the field 
of migration. IoM has been active in Slovakia since 1996 
where it continuously implements various projects and 
activities in the areas of migrant integration.

transparEnCy
intErnational slovaKia 
transparency International Slovakia was established in 1998 
and since 2002 acts as a separate body. the goal of this NGo 
is to erradicate corruption, decrease bureacracy and increase 
transparency in many aspects of life.

gloBsEC 
GLoBSeC is an independent, non–partisan, non–governmental 
organisation with the goal to shape the global debate on foreign 
and security policy. every year a GLoBSeC Conference takes place 
in Bratislava labelled as one of the top events in the world on 
global security, attended by high profile experts and politicians.

strong & 
open–Minded 
Civil society 
slovakia is an open country that fully 
respects all basic principles of the 
Eu and advocates respect for human 
rights and fundamental freedoms.

12/180
gloBal ranKing in 

prEss FrEEdoM
2015
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travel 
in slovakia
slovakia’s beauty and unique 
atmosphere makes the country very 
special, even in such a small area. 

180 castles, 9 national parks, 12 caves and 7 sites 
inscribed on the UNeSCo world heritage List enrich the 
Slovak culture and diversity of natural treasure. Majestic peaks 
of the tatra mountains with wide range of ski opportunities, 
crystal clear mountain streams and numerous spa springs 
truly create an unforgettable natural paradise.

tatras Mountains
Slovakia’s highest mountains offer 
great recreational opporttunities both 
in summer and winter season

97

20

14 30+ 6

12 20+

nAtionAl 
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heritAge 
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vEľKý roZsutEC
Part of Malá fatra national 

Park, veľký Rozsutec and the 
surrounding area are ideal for 

adventurous hiking trips
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CyCling tHrougH slovaKia
In addition to astonishing natural 
beauties, cyclists in Slovakia will 
discover all kinds of unique cultural 
heritage as medieval towns, romantic 
castles, chateaux and ruins, glorious 
manor houses and exceptional 
archaeological findings

pEtEr sagan
world and europe champion 
as ambassador of the Good Idea 
Slovakia brand

x-BioniC® spHErE in ŠaMorín
Sports facility covering a total area of 
more than 1 000 000 m2, the x-bionic® 
sphere offers professional conditions for 
27 olympic sport disciplines
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spa & BatHs
If all the water from the mineral 

springs in Slovakia was bottled, they 
would stock the whole of europe — 

water is the underground 
treasure of Slovakia

WinEgroWing in slovaKia
Malokarpatská wine region is 
the largest winegrowing area in 
Slovakia stretching from Bratislava 
to its surroundings
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golF rEsort in sEniCa 
Slovakia offers great golf opportunities, 

many of them located just a drive 
away from Bratislava 

golf Courses 
in slovakia

Bratislava

trnava
nitra

trenčín

žilina

Banská 
Bystrica Košice

prešov
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orava CastlE
Situated on a high rock 

above orava river, the castle 
was used in a classic horror 

movie nosferatu   
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spiŠ CastlE — unEsCo sitE
the largest medieval castle compound 

in central europe along with the little 
town of Spišské Podhradie with 

typical renaissance and Baroque 
burgher houses

BansKá ŠtiavniCa — unEsCo sitE
Banská Štiavnica is a town monument 
reserve which demonstrates the mining 
tradition in Slovakia

WoodEn CHurCHEs — unEsCo sitE
38 wooden churches of the 
Slovak part of Carpathian Mountain 
area possess an extraordinary worldwide 
value, including — roman Catholic, 
evangelical articular church and 
churches of eastern rite
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the question of relocation support is a broader topic that needs 
to be broken down into more detailed specifications. according to 
our understanding it would include assistance with the search of 
accommodation, appropriate schools, employment, including the 
facilitation of related administrative services and the provision 
of information.

In case of a successful candidacy all possible questions and 
issues addressed to relevant public institutions concerning this 
matter will be dealt with the utmost importance and a similar 
proactive attitude as during Slovakia’s successful Presidency 
of the Council of the european Union.

How We 
Can Help
“the slovak government as well as the 
city of Bratislava are set to work closely 
with the EMa leadership in order to 
provide the agency and its employees 
with comprehensive relocation 
assistance.”

robert Fico 
Prime Minister of the Slovak Republic

moDern builDing 
offereD for rent for 

the future seAt 
of emA

fAvourAble
Accessibility

Welcoming civil
society

cost effective
living

DevelopeD
phArmAceuticAl 

inDustry

multiple job opportunities 
for fAmily members

blooming it
sector

in case of a 
successful candidacy 

all possible questions & 
issues will be dealt 

with the utmost 
importance
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Ministry of agriculture and rural Development of the Slovak republic
Slovak Investment and trade Development agency SarIo
City of Bratislava
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